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The 1st Sitting

HAPPINESS DUE TO THE COMING OF THE MONTH OF RAMADAN
note down some of the lesson's benefits in the form of a mind map/spider diagram

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
did you feel happy that ramadan is here? some people feel that ramadan is a hard time.
why do you think that is?
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The 2nd Sitting

taking advantage of time throughout the month
write down some of the lesson's benefits as doodle notes

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
what did you do today to increase your good deeds and to use the time as best as you could?
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The 3rd Sitting

clarifying the virtues of fasting
write down some of the lesson's benefits as bullet points

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
did you fast today? if so, write an example of how your body parts (aside from your
stomach) fasted too:
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The 4th Sitting

preservation of the fast from things that affect it
write an alternative title for this lesson and add headings for the main subtopics

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
give an example of how you have been careful not to ruin your fast today:
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The 5th Sitting

the virtue of spending in ramadan
draw some sticky notes (or stick real ones!) and fill them up with benefits from this lesson

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
to what good cause could you donate some of your pocket money this ramadan?
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The 6th Sitting

the night prayer of the prophet in ramadan and some of his characteristics
write the prophet's beautiful characteristics mentioned in this lesson in fancy and
colorful writing

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
did you ever pray the night prayer? if so, how do you think it benefited you?
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The 7th Sitting

the virtue of reciting the qur'an
draw a picture of a mus-haf and, all around it, compile a list of the virtue of reading it

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
read some qur'an and copy the english translation of one of the ayaat you read below
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The 8th Sitting

the drink of the people of paradise
for each of the drinks of paradise mentioned, draw a full glass and write its description
inside it

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
why do you think that Allah described to us some of the things that we will find in jannah?
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The 9th Sitting

the etiquettes of reciting qur'an
write down some of the lesson's benefits inside speech bubbles

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
what did you do to apply the good manners in reciting qur'an today?
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The 10th Sitting

warning against following the footsteps of shaytaan
draw a diagram to represent the call of allah and the call of shaytaan

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
what did you do today to respond positively to the call of allah?
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The 11th Sitting

the end of the first 10 days and the entrance of the middle 10 days
write a list of ways a muslim can take advantage of this special time

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
1/3 of ramadan has passed. are you happy with what you have achieved? what could you do to
improve on it insha'aLlah?
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The 12th Sitting

warning against the fire
note down the characteristics of the hellfire (may allah protect us from it)
mentioned in the lesson in a spider diagram

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
copy the english translation of one of the ayaat mentioned in the lesson
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The 13th Sitting

warning regarding the plots of shaytaan against the children of adam
write the events that took place between adam and iblis in chronological order

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
allah taught us some ways to seek protection from the plots of shaytaan. name one that you
used today:
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The 14th Sitting

fear of the fire
list some characteristics of the people that will end up in the hellfire (may
Allah protect us from it), as mentioned in the lesson

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
copy the english translation of one of the ayaat mentioned in today's lesson:
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The 15th Sitting

the obligation of having sincerity in one's actions for allah
the shaykh mentions the 2 conditions for good deeds to be accepted; write them
and describe each in one or two sentences.

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
how did you follow the sunnah of muhammad (salla allahu alayhi wa sallam) today?
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The 16th Sitting

the virtue of maintaining the masjid
the shaykh talks about what should and should not take place in a masjid. draw
a vertical line and write some examples for each.

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
what good actions did you perform today at the masjid (or in your usual place of prayer)?
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The 17th Sitting

the virtue of taraweeh prayer and tahajjud during the month of ramadan
draw a mind map representing the virtues of these special prayers

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
copy the english translation of one of the ayaat mentioned in today's lesson
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The 18th Sitting

the virtue of fasting
draw some sticky notes (or stick real ones!) and fill them up with benefits from this lesson

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
fasting can be hard. mention one example of how you have been patient today:
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The 19th Sitting

some descriptions of paradise
write some benefits from this lesson inside pictures of road signs (use the shapes and colours
of regulation and danger signs accordingly!)

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
paradise is good and it is the home of those who are good. mention one good action you
performed today:
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The 20th Sitting

the virtue of the last 10 nights of ramadan
note down some good actions that should be carried out in these very special nights

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
the prophet used to wake his family up to pray in the last 10 nights of ramadan. how did you
encourage a member of your family to do good today?
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The 21st Sitting

the virtue of obligatory prayers during ramadan and the other months, and
the virtue of supererogatory prayers
write down some of the lesson's benefits as doodle notes

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
which virtue of the prayer did you remember as you stood for salah today?
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The 22nd Sitting

praise for those who obeyed allah from the previous nations
list some characteristics of the people of the past and colour code them to represent
good and bad characteristics

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
islam is the greatest blessing. think about why you are happy to be a muslim today:
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The 23rd Sitting

the levels of the believers
write down some of the lesson's benefits as doodle notes

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
what did you do today to work on raising your level as a believer?
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The 24th Sitting

the virtue of du'a'
draw a small leaflet that a new muslim could use as a manual on how to do du'a'

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
write an example of how you could thank allah using one of his beautiful names for some
of the blessings you received today:
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The 25th Sitting

looking at the noble face of allah and how to obtain this blessing
the shaykh talks about seeing allah in this world and in the hereafter. Which one is
possible and which one is not? mention a proof for each

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
seeing allah is the ultimate blessing, but we receive continuous blessings in our everyday
life too. list some you enjoyed today:
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The 26th Sitting

the dispraise of being amazed with this worldly life
write down some of the lesson's benefits as bullet points

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
mention one way in which you used well what allah provided you with today
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The 27th Sitting

the virtue of the night of qadr
write down some of the lesson's benefits as doodle notes

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
mention something that you don't want to forget to ask in your du'a' today:
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The 28th Sitting

fearing the punishment of the grave
write down some of the lesson's benefits inside speech bubbles

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
"my lord is allah": what did you do today to show that this is what you believe?
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The 29th Sitting

ending upon good
draw some sticky notes (or stick real ones!) and fill them up with benefits from this lesson

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
ramadan is almost over. what did you do today to make sure you are ending it in the best
way?
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The 30th Sitting

ending the month of ramadan with tawheed and seeking forgiveness
write the words "tawheed" and "seeking forgiveness" in big and fancy writing and add some
benefits for each

today's wisdom
copy a sentence from the lesson that you found particularly meaningful

how did the day go?
what are some of the things that a child or young person should ask allah's forgiveness for?
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